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As elder law attorneys, we are often called upon to advise our
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the rules
Medicaid
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seniors
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recommend
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plan reviewed
under
others wantyou
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helpfulyour
by sharing
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that they have
heardthe
following
circumstances:
regarding
these benefits. It is very important that you fully understand
the real Medicaid rules before you pursue Medicaid planning or file a
Medicaid
1) If application.
your financial condition changes significantly (such

Our website has free
planning forms,
articles, and
information about
our law firm.
www.voelzlaw.com
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or
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Even
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dissolution of marriage, or
back
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protect assets legally. Seek advice
4)there
If your
spouse dies,toor
from
an
elder
law
attorney
to
understand
what you can and cannot do
5) If you plan to remarry, or
in order to become eligible.
6) If any person who could inherit under your Will
Understanding the $2,000.00 Resource Limit
becomes disabled
or has serious
financial
problems,
A single individual
must have
less than
$2,000.00orin countaIf youinhave
from
or the resource
ble7)
resources
ordermoved
to qualify
for another
Medicaid.state,
However,
8)for
Every
five
years.are quite different. Additional rules that aprules
married
couples
ply to married couples can help protect a spouse at home without requiring
that the years
spouse at
homehave
depletebeen
all ofsignificant
his or her ownchanges
assets to in
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there
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Will
I Lose
My Home?
should have your estate
plan
reviewed,
as it may be out-of-date.
The home is an exempt resource for a married couple if one
Many
individuals
still
have
estate
plans
are benefits.
intended to
spouse enters the nursing home and applies for that
Medicaid
minimize
federal
tax in their estate,
and these
estate
plans
The State
cannotestate
seek reimbursement
from a healthy
spouse’s
estate
mayafter
be he
more
complicated
necessary.
The
or she
dies for care than
that was
provided to
thefederal
his or herestate
institu-tax
tionalizedinspouse.
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can also
exempt ifThis
it is owned
exemption
2021 Other
is $11.7
million
perbeperson.
can be
solely
by
the
healthy
spouse
at
home.
The
rules
regarding
real
estate
increased to as high as $23.4 million when both spouses utilize
many exceptions
and planning
an in 2001
theirinclude
exemptions.
By comparison,
theopportunities
exemption that
amount
experienced elder law attorney can explain on a case by case basis.
wasErprienced
only $675,000.00. Therefore, many folks may not need the
complex estate plans they once had under prior exemption rules.
Furthermore, Indiana inheritance tax was repealed effective
January 1, 2013.
Please make an appointment with one of our attorneys if
you would like to have your estate plan reviewed.

Our office hours are
BEWARE OF SCAMS
8:30-5:00
Monday
We recently learned that individuals are receiving calls
through Friday
stating that their bank accounts have been compromised, and

are advised to make certain transactions from their account to
812-372-1303 “fix” the problem. This is a scam! If you receive such a call,
hang up the call without providing any identifying information
and without making any transactions, and call or visit your
local bank branch. The local branch will be able to identify if
your account has been compromised, and can also monitor the
account for any future fraudulent activity.

Pre-Need Funeral Arrangements
Funeral homes provide the opportunity for individuals to
make their funeral arrangements and even prepay for the
services during their lifetime. Through preplanning one can
Our mission is to
make many of the detailed choices your family would
provide the highest
otherwise be faced with making such as burial arrangements,
quality legal
what type of service to have, and even down to the details of
services
what music to play and what flowers to display. This is not
in a timely,
always the most pleasant thing to think about, but can be
professional,
comforting to family members to know that their family
caring, and ethical
member’s wishes are met and can also relieve the
manner.
responsibility of determining how the arrangements will be
paid for. The arrangements are made in such a way that even if
the particular funeral home you have chosen discontinues to
operate, the funds could be applied to a different funeral home.
To begin making pre-need arrangements or to learn more about
your options, contact the funeral home of your choosing.
2751
Brentwood
Drive
Columbus
Indiana
812-372-1303
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